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Our preliminary hypothesis is that there are factors, biological and psychosocial, that increase or reduce vulnerability to PrUs among spinal cord injured persons. In the first phase of the study a data extraction tool was created based on variables that are thought to impact on PrU development. A retrospective review of 120 randomly sampled charts was conducted using this data extraction tool. The data obtained from this review will be used to refine the list of potential factors that increase or decrease vulnerability of patients with SCI to PrUs for use in a prospective survey of SCI patients coming to JAHVAH-SCI for their annual exam. To further understand the impact of physical characteristics on pressure ulcer development, high resolution ultrasound will be used to examine the tissue over the ischium of patients who have had many years without pressure ulcers compared to those who have had multiple, recurrent pressure ulcers. The data obtained from this research will be used to identify and stratify those factors, leading to the development of evidence-based risk assessment tools and customized interventions that will be tested in future randomized controlled trials.
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Introduction:

Most published research that identifies risk factors for development and recurrence of Pressure Ulcers has been conducted in the nursing home elderly or in the acute phase of spinal cord injury. Studies of pressure ulcer risk and recurrence in the veteran SCI population has focused on patients who have already developed pressure ulcers. The goal of the proposed research is to perform an epidemiological and non-invasive anthropometric investigation of spinal cord injured persons with and without a history of pressure ulcers. Our preliminary hypothesis is that there are factors, biological and psychosocial that increase or reduce vulnerability to PrUs among spinal cord injured persons. The research will consist of a preliminary retrospective survey of outpatient SCI veterans. This sample will be utilized to refine the survey instruments that will be implemented in a larger prospective study of SCI persons coming to the James A Haley Spinal Cord System for their annual exam. Additionally a subset of patients will be selected for anthropometric studies that will provide insight into the impact of physical characteristics on pressure ulcer development. The data obtained from this research will be used to identify and stratify the factors that are different between patients who have never had a pressure ulcer and those who suffer from multiple ulcers, with emphasis on modifiable risk factors, leading to the development of evidence-based risk assessment tools and customized interventions that will be tested in future randomized controlled trials.
Body:

Phase I Objectives/Specific Aims:
  The purpose of this study is to conduct a retrospective chart review. Specifically we intend to refine the list of potential factors that increase or decrease vulnerability of Patients with SCI to PrUs.

Research Questions:
  1. What characteristics are associated with PrU development?
  2. What characteristics protect from PrU development?
  3. What demographic characteristics are predictive of PrU development?
  4. What physical characteristics are predictive of PrU development?
  5. What biological characteristics are predictive of PrU development?
  6. What psychosocial characteristics are predictive of PrU development?

Research Design:
  This study uses a retrospective cohort design to conduct the retrospective chart review.

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria:
  Inclusion:
  Active Duty or Veteran patients with SCI that have completed their annual exam from the James A. Haley VA hospital between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009. Subjects may be male or female, age 18 or above. All races/ethnicities will have an equal opportunity to be included.

  Exclusion:
  Active duty or veterans with SCI lacking an annual exam from the James A. Haley VA hospital, or not completed between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009. Persons younger than 18 years old because the James A Haley VA hospital does not treat that age group.
  The following disease states are excluded:
  Active duty or veterans with an SCI due to terminal disease
  Active duty or veterans with an SCI due to Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
  Active duty or veterans with an SCI due to Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)

Research Procedures:
  A data extraction tool was created based on variables that are thought to impact on PrU development. This entailed multidisciplinary meetings and review of the existing literature. After obtaining VA R&D and IRB approval, a computer generated, random sample of 120 charts from more than 1400 patient charts of patients who completed
the annual exam at the James A Haley Spinal Cord Injury Center between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, and who met all inclusion/exclusion criteria was conducted. The Access database (Appendix 1) was used to compile data from patient charts on variables, inclusive, but not limited to, the following list of factors:

- **Demographics**: e.g. age, gender, marital status, living status, race/ethnicity
- **Biological/Physical**: e.g. BMI, mobility, skin tone, spasticity, incontinence, renal, respiratory, and cardiac disease, diabetes, and nutritional status
- **Psychosocial**: e.g. scholastic achievement, military achievement, financial support, social support

**Phase I Preliminary Results:**

Preliminary analysis of this data set reveals that 37.8% have never had a pressure ulcer, 25% have had one, while 32% have had more than three pressure ulcers since their injury. Although 26% healed their pressure ulcers rapidly (0-3 months), 10% of the patients have never successfully healed their ulcer, contending with a chronic open wound. 74% of the population studied sustained their spinal cord injury more than 10 years ago, with 35.5% more than 30 years ago, indicating that this is indeed a study of chronic SCI. They are also a population with significant co-morbidities: 29.2% currently use tobacco, 37% of those smoke at least one pack per day; 22.7% have BMI >30 and 30% have been diagnosed with depression. The data set also identified a number of variables that are not easily extracted from the electronic medical record (either could not be found or were not present). Further analysis will stratify the data based on the number of pressure ulcers and identify which variables are lacking sufficient entries to be included in the data set.

**Phase II**

The second phase of the study will be based on the retrospective analysis. The multidisciplinary team will review the data, refine the current data extraction tool and identify potential validated instruments that would augment the information that is not available in the electronic medical record. Results from the retrospective survey will be used to perform a power analysis based on key research questions and the sample size will be adjusted accordingly. A second IRB approval will be required for the prospective study.

**Phase III (to be performed concurrent with Phase II)**

The anthropometric study will include use of the GE logiq-e musculoskeletal ultrasound to measure the depth of soft tissue over the ischial tuberosities before and after sitting for 30 minutes and 1 hour. Concurrent studies will include hyperspectral imaging of the skin over the ischial tuberosities to measure oxy and de-oxyhemoglobin and subepidermal moisture. These are all non-invasive measures and will take less than one minute to accomplish. No measurements to date have been possible with the patient seated, therefore rapid measurement prior to reperfusion is essential.

**Difficulties encountered in the research to date:**
1) The time to obtain IRB approval for the retrospective study was unusually prolonged. Multiple factors accounted for this including unanticipated medical leave of one of our key personnel, medical leave of the main gatekeeper on the R&D, change in IRB personnel and being one of the first to utilize the electronic IRB submissions.

2) The data extraction from the electronic medical record was more labor intensive than anticipated. Particularly for patients with a history of pressure ulcers and surgical procedures, the charts were complex and the variables could not all be acquired from the annual exam. This necessitated that the data extractors delve into multiple provider notes and develop a list of rules to ensure consistency.

3) Change in key personnel. Two of the key personnel have relocated including the project manager and data manager. New personnel have been identified, added to the IRB protocol and provided access to all of the literature and files acquired to date.
Key Research Accomplishments:
A database of 120 SCI patients has been completed. Analysis is in progress and the first manuscript is in preparation.
Conclusions:
This research project is completing Phase I in preparation for Phase II. However, since this research was initiated, a number of projects have developed out of discussions of the team of researchers, substantiating the goal of the 'hypothesis development' initiative.

One of these projects was submitted to the HSR&D CREATE program. This is a program project grant that included multiple inter-related projects. Project #1 relied heavily upon our finding that retrospective chart review results in an incomplete data set. The team proposes to develop natural language processing (NLP) programs to reliably extract information about predictors from text in progress notes and store it as structured data. Project #3 proposed to prospectively determine the etiology and risk factors for PrU healing among community dwelling veterans with SCI, and to model the cost outcomes given selected interventions. Our prospective study and refined survey instruments will provide preliminary data for this project.

Additional projects emanating from our efforts include an analysis of osteomyelitis diagnosis and treatment with plans to submit a proposed algorithm to the SCI-QUERI' (SCI-Quality Enhancement Research Initiative), a submission to NIH for proteomic analysis of peri-wound biomarkers, and a telehealth initiative to provide home education to SCI veterans as a pressure ulcer prevention strategy.
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